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**Explanation**

The Summary of Submissions is produced in two volumes. Volume 1 lists the decisions requested in order of the provisions in the District Plan. Only those provisions in the Plan Change which have been the subject of submissions are listed. Each entry is listed under the overall Plan Section and the specific provision and includes the submission number, the submitter’s name, the detail of the submission and the decision requested.

Volume 2 contains the same information but is listed by Submitter name (in alphabetical order). This allows you to see all of the points made by a particular submitter in one place, as opposed to Volume 1 in which each point made by a submitter is categorised under Plan Section.

To obtain the address of a submitter (which is needed for making a further submission) there is an address list at the rear of each volume.

If you wish to see a copy of the original submission made by a submitter, volumes of these are on public display in the City Service Centre and at the Karori and Johnsonville suburban libraries.

**Please note:** As Plan Changes 32 and 33 were notified together, there have been some instances of the submissions received on each being registered in the submitter lists for Plan Change 32 where the submission actually relates to Plan Change 33, and vice versa. To avoid confusion, these submitter lists remain the same but there is a section in each volume which identifies which submissions should relate to the other plan change. That is, in Plan Change 32 there is a section on Plan Change 33 and vice versa. If you wish to make a further submission on one of these submissions, use the submitter number and details on the relevant list. These submissions and further submissions will be considered as part of the correct plan change in the officer’s reports and at the hearings.